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Abstract—In this paper, we present the effect of binocular cues which plays crucial role for the visualization of a stereoscopic or 3D image. This study is useful in extracting depth and disparity information by image processing technique. A linear relation between the object distance and the image distance is presented to discuss the cause of cybersickness. In the experimental results, three dimensional view of the depth map between the 2D images is shown. A median filter is used to reduce the noises available in the disparity map image. After the median filter, two filter algorithms such as ‘Gabor’ filter and ‘Canny’ filter are tested for disparity visualization between two images.

The ‘Gabor’ filter is to estimate the disparity by texture extraction and discrimination methods of the two images, and the ‘Canny’ filter is used to visualize the disparity by edge detection of the two color images obtained from stereoscopic cameras. The ‘Canny’ filter is better choice for estimating the disparity rather than the ‘Gabor’ filter because the ‘Canny’ filter is much more efficient than ‘Gabor’ filter in terms of detecting the edges. ‘Canny’ filter changes the color images directly into color edges without converting them into the grayscale. As a result, more clear edges of the stereo images as compared to the edge detection by ‘Gabor’ filter can be obtained. Since the main goal of the research is to estimate the horizontal disparity of all possible regions or edges of the images, thus the ‘Canny’ filter is proposed for decipherable visualization of the disparity.

Index Terms—Binocular cues, Stereoscopic or 3D image, Depth, Disparity.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, advancement in the stereo vision technology has given a new pinnacle in the arena of three dimensional imaging systems. In the industrial field of 3D, stereoscopic imaging technology has been extensively used in many applications ranging from Augmented Reality to Virtual Reality [1].

In this paper, we demonstrate two camcorder cameras which are placed on a horizontal platform. This leads to form a “Parallel-axis stereoscopic camera rig” system. These two stereoscopic cameras work in resemblance with the human stereo vision. When we see an object, our visual mechanism, vergence and focus, changes to fix the location of the object [2]. Also, focus of eye lens changes to acquire clear images of the object. In the same fashion, the focus of the camera lenses is adjusted to view the object distinctly.

To obtain a clear stereoscopic image, zero vertical shift between the two cameras is considered. Binocular stereo vision brings the well known correspondence problem. Until now, many researches has been done to undertake the stereo-matching problem (also known as correspondence problem) taking either ‘area-based’ or ‘feature-based’ approach. Area based approach mainly includes ‘cross-correlation’ method while feature based includes ‘edge-detection’ and ‘texture extraction’ methods. Even though, viewing from different aspects, feature based algorithm are considered as most pragmatic way to implement stereo vision algorithms [3]. So, in this paper, feature based stereo algorithm is taken up to perform the binocular stereo image visualization.

By edge detection and texture extraction methods, binocular cues of the depth perception and disparity estimation between 2D images of the same scene taken at slightly different positions is presented.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section II, we review the related work. In section III, the geometry of a lens system and also the linear relation between object distance and image distance is described. In section IV, detailed specifications of “parallel-axis stereoscopic camera rig” model is introduced. In section V, binocular cues for depth perception between two images in three-dimensional view is presented. In section VI, the modified approach for estimating the horizontal shift or disparity between stereoscopic images is discussed. In section VII, the experimental results with others found in the literatures are compared. In section VIII, we conclude the binocular cues visualization.

II. RELATED WORKS

In this section, we review the related works for perception of depth and disparity estimation between two images taken from stereoscopic camera rig system.

Clark et al. [4] describes a stereo vision approach to depth perception in which a set of programs was developed. Position and orientation of cameras in 3-space has been considered. Using two pictures, loci of point...
pairs are found. Each point pair is computed in 3-space. Resultant depth information is extracted.

Pascal et al. [5] proposed a simple and parallel technique to achieve the dense depth maps. Both feature based and area based approach is considered by correlation followed by interpolation techniques.

Xiaodong et al. [6] presents disparity estimation method combining phase based and energy based algorithm using gabor filter by fourier transform. A set of quadrature-pair gabor filters are used to estimate the disparity from the local phase correlation.

M. Ali et al. [7] propose the feature or texture extraction method by using canny edge detection based on computing the squared gradient magnitude. The main motive of using 'Canny' edge detection was to derive an 'optimal' operator for detecting the edges and finding their accurate localization. The accuracy of detecting the edges is found to be inversely proportional to their localization. The more accurate the detector is, the less accurate the localization.

S. Yong et al. [8] presented the development of a parallel-axis stereoscopic imaging camera (SIC) for depth measurement. In this, SIC is considered as main device for capturing stereo images for further use in the field of virtual reality. Different mechanism of human visual system like fixation, vergence and focus control are considered for the effective design of SICs.

K. C. Kwon et al. [9] proposed a binocular stereoscopic camera vergence control method for getting horizontal disparity information. The key-object in left and right images are extracted by labeling the centre area of image and then the disparity information is calculated.

III. LINEAR RELATION BETWEEN OBJECT DISTANCE AND IMAGE DISTANCE

Human stereo vision changes focus of the eye lens to fixate the object. As a result, the clear images of the object are obtained. Also, vergence angle between left and right eyes changes in order to fixate different object distances [10]. However, sometimes a troublesome problem occurs with Virtual Reality when users suffer from motion sickness-like symptoms popularly called as cybersickness [11]. This symptom is mainly occurred when there is difference in the virtual distance comprehended by horizontal disparity and focus, causes eyestrain or headache. Another important reason of cybersickness is the object distance. If object distance of a stereoscopic image is very near to the eye lenses then it brings eyestrain to the viewers. Therefore, in the procedure of forming a stereoscopic still or motion image, it becomes requisite to take proper care of the object distance in order to avoid cybersickness to the viewers.

Here, a linear relation between the object distance and the image distance with the help of geometry of a stereoscopic camera lens system is presented. The diagram of the geometry of camera lens system is shown in Fig. 1 [8]. The operation of a stereo camera mainly depends on the vergence and focus of the camera. To reduce the problem of cybersickness, as mentioned before, it is inevitable to know the position of the CCD sensors with respect to the lens because it only determines the distance to an object through the lens equation.

Let us consider an object to be placed at ‘pd’ distance from the camera lens in the Fig. 1. ‘f’ be the focal length and ‘id’ be the image distance of the object. The equation of the camera lens is represented as:

\[
\frac{1}{f} = \frac{1}{i_d} + \frac{1}{p_d}
\]

(1)

Finally, on manipulating the lens equation, the linear relationship between the object distance and the image distance with respect to focal length of the camera lens is represented as:

\[
i_d = \frac{p_d \cdot f}{p_d - f}
\]

(2)

Fig. 1. Geometry of a stereoscopic camera lens system.

Taking f1 = 25 mm, f2 = 35 mm, and f3 = 50 mm respectively, we can obtain the corresponding graph in MATLAB 7.4.0 as shown in fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Graph between object distance and image distance.
IV. 3D CAMERA RIG SPECIFICATIONS

To obtain a stereoscopic 3D image, two digital cameras which can be placed on a horizontal platform called as ‘rig’ are required. The motion of the cameras in horizontal directions controls the vergence and focus of the lens. Moving both cameras in opposite directions increases the disparity and decreases the depth between the two images. On bringing the cameras close to each other decreases the disparity and develop more depth. Higher the depth, more clear the stereoscopic image.

Fig. 3(a) shows the front view of parallel-axis stereoscopic camera rig model developed by “Redrover Ltd. Co.” in Korea. Fig. 3(b) shows the front and back view of the display system where a 3D image can be seen with depth-of-field graphics on the screen. Fig. 3(c) is the base model of the stereoscopic camera rig system on which two digital cameras are placed and depending on their horizontal movement vergence and focus are controlled.

![3D Camera System](image)

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Digital Camera Properties</th>
<th>Specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>SONY-PMW EX3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focal length</td>
<td>½ inch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMOS Sensor Size</td>
<td>½ inch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixel Resolution</td>
<td>1920*1080 (HQ Mode)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal to Noise Area</td>
<td>54 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wide angle view</td>
<td>5.8 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shutter Angle</td>
<td>180 degree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. OUR APPROACH: HORIZONTAL DISPARITY ESTIMATION USING ‘CANNY’ FILTER

The differences in the position of two images is foremost the canonical step for 3D reconstruction of the images from two-dimensional projections. This horizontal shift between left and right images taken from stereoscopic cameras creates a horizontal disparity. Usually, the disparity estimation is classified into either ‘area-based’ or ‘feature-based’ methods. Considering all the previous disparity estimation techniques, mostly area-based methods are used. By this method, at first a rectangular area of one image is chosen and by correlation method, matching is done between the selected rectangular area and all the corresponding positions of the other image. The best matching correlation found is then used to calculate the disparity [12]. Disparity is computed when the filter is totally inside the image area. For this purpose, ‘Gabor’ filter is regarded as a useful filter for
binocular disparity estimation [13]. While considering 'feature-based' method also, ‘Gabor’ filter is regarded as most appropriate for texture extraction, representation and finally discrimination between two images [14]. Texture extraction method for disparity estimation involves the following procedure: The left and right color images are converted into grayscale. The ‘Gabor’ filter is applied to both images for texture extraction. The horizontal shift or disparity is estimated between the two images. The drawback of using texture extraction method for visualizing stereo disparity is that it is not useful for estimating disparities for every corresponding point of edges in the respective 2D images.

Therefore, in this paper, an approach to estimate disparity between two stereoscopic images is made to make every corresponding point or the edges apparently visible. For this purpose, ‘Canny’ filter is used for color edge detection of the images through image processing. Canny et al. [15] proposed a computational theory of optimal edge detection algorithm which originally implies good detection, better localization of the edges and also achieved to get minimal response of the edges. On the images obtained from stereoscopic camera rig model, the purpose of using ‘Canny’ filter is to reduce the computation time and increase the effectiveness for estimating the horizontal disparity in comparison to the disparity estimation using ‘Gabor’ filter.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The two color images obtained from left camera and right camera when imbricate together forms a single synthesized image. The disparities between the two create an illusion of depth between the images. Here, samples of two images are taken of the same scene and depth map between them is computed by image processing in MATLAB 7.4.0. In Fig. 4, the depth map as well as the disparity map is obtained by first converting color images into the grayscale. Fig. 4(c) shows the illusion of depth map of two images Fig. 4(a) and (b). It is observed that the darker shades means object is closer and lighter shades means object is farther away. Hence, a depth is estimated between them. Fig. 4(d) is obtained as distorted disparity map containing noises due to some unavoidable environmental conditions. Therefore, a median filter is used to reduce the noises and the corresponding median filtered disparity map is obtained as shown in Fig. 4(e). In Fig. 4(f), z-axis shows the depth between two images in three-dimensional view.

Let us consider another scene i.e. Fig. 5 to estimate the horizontal disparity between the two images. In Fig. 5, texture extraction method is done by converting color images into grayscale and then ‘Gabor’ filter is applied in both the grayscale images. Fig. 5(c) and (d) are obtained by using ‘Gabor’ filter. In both images, the back portion of the ‘head’ is taken so as to estimate the horizontal disparity between the two images. It can be easily found that in both Fig. 5(c) and (d), it is only possible to choose those regions for estimating the disparity which are visible to us. So, using ‘Gabor’ filter is not the precise way for estimating the horizontal disparity between the stereoscopic images.

Fig. 4. The grayscale camera images from left camera and right camera respectively: (a) left camera image, (b) right camera image, (c) the depth map of single image obtained by overlying the left and right images, (d) the disparity map, (e) the median filtered disparity map, and (f) the depth map between two images in 3D view.

Therefore, we made an approach to estimate the disparity between the two images in more robust way. For this reason, ‘Canny’ filter is used to detect the edges of both color images obtained from left camera and right camera respectively without any need to convert color images into grayscale. From Fig. 5(e) and (f), it is observed that the resulting edge detection is also obtained in color. To show the disparity, many regions can now be easily selected as most of the corresponding points of edges or areas are visible to us. In Fig. 5(e) and (f), the ‘handle’ of the vessel in both images is taken to show the
horizontal disparity.

One major advantage of using ‘Canny’ filter for estimating the disparity is that it greatly reduces the computation time. The reason is that the conversion of the color images which is being obtained by stereoscopic cameras into grayscale images is not required. Another advantage is that efficiency as well as clarity for recognizing the edges by ‘Canny’ filter is increased as compared to detecting edges through ‘Gabor’ filter.

In this paper, depth and horizontal disparity estimation between the two images is presented with the help of stereoscopic camera rig model. Disparity estimation is being performed by using ‘Gabor’ filter through texture extraction method. The disparity visualization technique by using ‘Gabor’ filter brings few drawbacks like for each corresponding edges or regions we cannot able to estimate the disparity between the images effectively. This problem is being sorted out by using ‘Canny’ edge detection method. Finally, our attempt of using ‘Canny’ filter is to estimate the horizontal disparity between two images with more clarity, higher effectiveness and less computation time.
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Fig. 5. The grayscale camera images by left and right cameras: (a) left camera image, (b) right camera image, (c) and (d) the edge detections of (a) and (b) respectively obtained by using ‘Gabor’ filter. (e) and (f) the edge detections of (a) and (b) respectively obtained by using ‘Canny’ filter.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In most of the 3D imaging applications, edge detection method act as a preprocessing stage for feature extraction. The extraction of features such as edges and curves from an image is useful for many purposes like texture analysis, 3D reconstruction of surfaces, image segmentation and stereo-matching of the images.
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